
Margaret Olley was born in 1923 in Lismore, New South 
Wales. Her family moved to Tully in north Queensland 
and then to Murwillumbah in northern New South Wales 
before she was sent to board at Somerville House in South 
Brisbane in 1937.

She studied briefly at the Brisbane Technical College in  
1941 before completing her training in 1945 at the East 
Sydney Technical College, and her first solo exhibitions 
were held in 1948 in Sydney and Brisbane. Olley’s growing 
popularity made her an attractive subject for artists, and 
in 1948 William Dobell’s portrait of her caused a sensation 
when it won the Archibald Prize. In 1949 she travelled to 
England, and while in Europe she studied at the Académie  
de la Grande Chaumière, Paris, and also travelled to Italy, 
Spain and Portugal.

On her return to Australia in 1953, Olley established herself 
in Brisbane, living at Farndon, the family home, in Morry 
Street, Hill End (now West End) and opening an antique shop 
in Buranda. She was commissioned to produce a number 
of murals around the city, including one at the Queensland 
Art Gallery for the opening of a travelling exhibition of 
contemporary French art. She continued to travel, visiting 
north Queensland, then Papua New Guinea, Malaysia, 
Cambodia, and Indonesia during the 1950s and 1960s.

About the artist
—

SECONDARY   
TEACHER NOTES

In 1964 Olley bought a terrace house and adjoining former 
hat factory in Paddington, Sydney, which she renovated 
to use as her studio, dividing her time between Brisbane 
and Sydney. This house, with its richly coloured walls and 
thousands of objects, many of which were the subjects of  
her paintings, became almost as famous as the artist herself.

In the 1970s and 1980s, Olley travelled to the United States, 
Crete, Egypt, China, Russia, Italy, France and England, often 
to see an exhibition by an artist she admired. In 1980 Farndon 
was destroyed tragically by fire, along with many of Olley’s 
early works, photographs and objects from her travels, 
causing Olley to base herself more permanently in Sydney.

Olley established the Margaret Olley Art Trust in 1990 
to donate works of art to public collections throughout 
Australia, and the Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of 
Modern Art was one of the many institutions that benefitted 
from her generosity. In 1991, Olley was appointed an Officer 
of the Order of Australia (AO), and then in 2006 a Companion 
of the Order of Australia (AC) for ‘service as one of Australia’s 
most distinguished artists, for support and philanthropy to 
the visual and performing arts, and for encouragement of 
young and emerging artists’. Another portrait of her by Ben 
Quilty won the Archibald Prize in 2011. Olley passed away  
in her sleep later that year, but her legacy lives on.
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‘A Generous Life’ examines the legacy and influence of the 
much-loved Australian artist Margaret Olley (1923–2011), 
who spent a formative part of her career in Brisbane. Olley 
was a charismatic character who exerted a lasting impact on 
many artists as a mentor and friend over several decades, 
and a muse for artists from William Dobell to Jeffrey Smart. 
The exhibition profiles a life that was immersed in art – her 
own and the lives of those she supported. Curator Michael 
Hawker comments that: 

Painting was indeed at the core of 

Olley’s being. Through art she avoided 

direct messages or causes, preferring 

to lovingly express nature’s beauty 

and bounty and the love for her friends 

and her surroundings . . . throughout 

her long, productive, celebrated and 

extraordinarily generous life.1

About the exhibition
—

About this resource
—
This resource includes suggestions for activities to undertake 
and questions to discuss before, during and after visits to 
‘Margaret Olley: A Generous Life’. Olley’s life and works  
are explored using three themes:

Life in Brisbane

Life as Art

A Life of Art
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people make to the art and culture of this country.

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM LINKS

Develop ways to enhance their intentions as artists 
through exploration of how artists use materials, 
techniques, technologies and processes (ACAVAM119)

Analyse how artists use visual conventions in artworks 
(ACAVAR123)
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Conceptualise and develop representations of themes, 
concepts or subject matter to experiment with their 
developing personal style, reflecting on the styles of 
artists, including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
artists (ACAVAM125)

Analyse a range of visual artworks from contemporary and 
past times to explore differing viewpoints and enrich their 
visual art-making (ACAVAR131)YE
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QUEENSLAND VISUAL ART  
SENIOR SYLLABUS LINKS

Consider the values that underpin or influence the way 
subject matter (people, place, and objects) is perceived  
and represented
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Explore how visual language, symbol systems and art 
conventions can express ideas and feelings in images, 
objects and experiences
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Developing: How does Olley generate solutions to visual 
problems encountered during everyday life? How do other 
artists generate solutions to the same visual problems that 
Olley addressed?

Researching: How does Olley react to stimulus? How do 
artists respond to Olley and her work as a stimulus?

Resolving: How does Olley communicate individual ideas 
as visual responses?

Reflecting: How does Olley consider ideas and information, 
media techniques and processes? How does the audience 
respond to the ideas and information, techniques and 
processes used by Olley?
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Links to resources 
—
CURRICULUM

ACARA Australian Curriculum V.8.3 
www.australiancurriculum.edu.au

Queensland Visual Art General Senior Syllabus 
www.qcaa.qld.edu.au

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Margaret Olley: A Generous Life [exhibition catalogue],  
Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane, 2019

Stewart, Meg. Margaret Olley: Far from a Still Life, Vintage,  
Sydney, 2012 [Available from the QAGOMA Store]

Margaret Olley Art Trust. The Olley Project  
https://ehive.com/collections/5439/the-olley-project

ENDNOTES
1    Michael Hawker, ‘Margaret Olley’s generous life in art’, in Margaret 

Olley: A Generous Life [exhibition catalogue], Queensland Art 
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane, 2019, p.150.

Margaret Olley 
Australia 1923-2011 
© Margaret Olley Art Trust
Delphiniums and cherries 1976 / Oil on board / 122 x 98cm / Private collection

Bananas from the garden, Farndon (detail) 1974–75 / Oil on board / 79 x 110cm /  
Donated through the Australian Government's Cultural Gifts Program by Wayne 
Kratzmann (Brisbane), 2014 / Collection: Tweed Regional Gallery, Murwillumbah

Other artists
R Ian Lloyd / Canada/Australia b. 1953 / Margaret Olley in her studio in Sydney,  
New South Wales, Australia at 9:22am on December 13th, 2005 2005, printed 2009 /  
Giclée print / 51 x 61.2cm / Gift of the artist through the Queensland Art Gallery 
Foundation 2010. Donated through the Australian Government's Cultural Gifts 
Program / Collection: Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane.  
© The artist
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